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Introduction
Belarus offers so much - and then even more …
Cultural institutes, environmental natural locations such
as parks and lakes, academies, cathedrals, and even
four World Heritage sites.
For tourists who are curious to experience a relatively
unknown secret and for corporate business executives
looking to develop exciting opportunities… visit the new
and revitalised Belarus.
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Belarus is getting ready for business.
Open your mind to the possibilities …Be larus

Personal Message from Marcel Benhamou
Founder and Visionary of MB Development Group

My Vision For Belarus

My Vision for Belarus
Belarus has an incredibly exciting potential for the development of its hotel and hospitality industries. MB Development Group has a marketing strategy and plan that will
enlighten the world and visitors’ views of Belarus.
Based on my own fact finding missions to Belarus, experience and instinct, I commissioned Horwath Consulting International, to prepare a comprehensive study of the
region with key focus on the analysis for a potential chain of hotels. With consideration
for transportation, statistics and opportunities for growth and profit, I am excited by
evidence of the country’s promise and would like to maximise this valuable opportunity.

Having carefully considered the star rating system and future accommodation requirements, we will have a flag ship, full service 4*+ hotel in Minsk, and a portfolio of 3*
chain of hotels, all managed and operated by major, international hotel companies. The
hotels will be affordable and with the latest technological equipment. Special care and
attention has been given to the facilities and the 3* hotels will be significantly better
than conventional 3* hotels in Western Europe. I also envisage developing a chain of
internationally famous, fast food, family restaurants.
Belarus will undoubtedly benefit and my vision will help develop the region into a
strategic and important international landmark.

I have assembled an especially head hunted team of international experts in their
respective fields : they represent the ultimate think-tank list of hoteliers and related
professionals.
Marcel Benhamou - November 2010

With so much potential for an expanding corporate market and visiting business travellers and tourists, I feel that appropriate and enough accommodation should be
provided for the growing demand. In addition, this project would help the country’s
economy and Belarus’ status on the world map. MB Development Group’s mission
is to implement a strategy and business plan that will provide a hotel portfolio in key
locations..
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Marcel Benhamou has extensive experience as a highly successful real estate developer. Founder of East European Estate in 1999,
the company specialises in management consulting for large scale
hotel projects. Through experience and his access to international
key players, his direction, inspired leadership and management
expertise ensures success and high profits from all his projects and
ventures. East European Estate has carried out many hotel transactions with the largest international companies, and has a reputation
as a major player within the real estate industry. Marcel is instinctive and knowledgeable about markets and trends.

John Lasinger - With over forty years experience in the hospitality
industry managing international quality hotels in Africa, South-East
Asia and Europe. Since 1985, he has specialized in the development of international standard hotels with assignments which
include placements in Africa, Russia and Eastern Europe.

Alain Sebah - Commercial Catering. With over twenty-five years
international experience in management and operational development, Alain has developed over five-hundred retail units for internationally famous chains of fast food, family restaurants, most notably
in Europe and the Middle East.

Uri Blumenthal - Uri has many years experience as a worldwide
respected architect. His most recent project was to design The
Westminster Park Plaza Hotel (London) and which has over 1000
units. He has designed other luxury hotels including Riverbank Park
Plaza (London), Radisson Blu (Bucharest) and resorts in Europe and
Ilan Rudich MHCIMA - Ilan leads the professional team of this devemany outstanding, international luxury residential properties and
lopment project. With nearly forty years of professional experience
shopping malls.
within the hospitality industry, Ilan has successfully managed the
development of many hotels and resorts, and hotel chain projects
Dov Shechter - International hotel furniture and interior procurearound the world. Highly respected in the industry and a regular
ment specialist. Has worked on projects for top hotels and chains
speaker at major international hospitality conferences. Currently,
including: La Suite Hotel by Anouska Hempel (London), Monte Carlo
Ilan is the managing director of Development Resources (InternatioGrand Hotel plus many other international 4/5* hotels, airport
nal) Limited and co-chairman of Buddha-Bar Hotels & Resorts LLC.
lounges and exclusive private residences.

Buki Zuker - Founder of Buki Zuker Designers & Architects (BZ)
an internationally respected, prominent and distinguished corporate designer based in Israel. Particular expertise and distinction
for design services within the worldwide hotel and leisure industry.
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Joseph Sultan - With over thirty years senior experience within
the hospitality and hotel industry including ten years at VP level
of international hotel chains and more recently as an international
hotel consultant. His past experiences include responsibility as the
general manager of the Aviya Sonesta in Taba during its handover
to Egypt. Most recently Hilton Visegrad (Hungary) and Buddha-Bar
Hotel & Spa.
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Arik Ramot - Attorney and Investment banker. Currently heading
his own investment bank, Arik has many years experience in international and cross-border transactions. Leading and managing
the transactions through all financial, legal, business and fiscal
aspects. His speciality is to unlock complex situations in order to
bring projects to fruition.

Designed by Uri Blumenthal

The Team

Hotel Locations
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MINSK

4*+ Hotel
The Flagship for the Group

Minsk is the capital of Belarus, a strategic cultural and business centre, and one of
the six most important regions. An important destination for the business traveller
and tourist looking to enjoy the city’s cultural highlights and many other places
of interest.
Hotel: 4*+
Transportation: Two airports: The National Airport, which is the major international
airport of Belarus and Minsk 2. Excellent rail links between Minsk and most European capitals. Good transportation system.
Location of Hotel: Heart of the city centre.
Target Market: Business traveller, international conference events, and tourists.
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Hotel Summary: As part of a mixed use corporate (office buildings), residential
area and shopping complex, this 200 room hotel, managed by an international
hotel operator, will offer comprehensive facilities which include:
• Spacious rooms and suites furnished with all modern amenities including   
WIFI, TV, in-house movie channels and room service,
• Selection of gourmet restaurants and all day dining facilities,
• Inviting bar and lounge areas,
• Nightclub and casino,
• Flexible conference and meeting facilities and business centre,
• Wellness centre, fitness area and spa.
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Minsk

MINSK

3* Hotel

Minsk

Our analysis proves that there is enough potential for a second hotel to be built in
the city. In order to attract a larger clientele, this other city hotel would need to be
a 3* and therefore an economical alternative.
Hotel: 3*
Transportation: Two airports: The National Airport, which is the major international
airport of Belarus and Minsk 2. Excellent rail links between Minsk and most European capitals. Good transportation system.
Location of Hotel: City Centre

Hotel Summary: The 160 room hotel will be designed and operated as an international 3* brand. The facilities will include:
• Especially spacious rooms equipped with modern amenities,
• An all-day dining restaurant,
• Comfortable bar and lounge area,
• State-of-the-art meeting rooms,
• Business centre,
• Fitness area,   
• Friendly and efficient customer service.

Designed by Buki Zuker

Target Market: Business travellers, tourists and local market.
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3* Hotel

Gomel

GOMEL

Gomel is second largest city in Belarus and an important administrative centre situated near Ukraine. Renowned for its excellent educational facilities and three theatres,
library, palace and circus.
Hotel: 3*
Transportation: An airport and extensive public transportation system. Strategically
located near the border with Russia and the Ukraine. Excellent direct connection to
the railroad network.

Target Market: Business travellers, tourists and local market.
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Hotel Summary: As a key administrative area, it is imperative to have a comfortable,
strategically located hotel at an affordable price. With a fresh and vibrant ambiance, it
will help to revitalise the busy traveller. The 100-120 room hotel will be designed and
operated as an international 3* brand. The facilities will include:
• Especially spacious rooms equipped with modern amenities,
• An all-day dining restaurant,
• Comfortable bar and lounge area,
• State-of-the-art meeting rooms,
• Business centre,
• Fitness area,  
• Friendly and efficient customer service.
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Designed by Buki Zuker

Location of Hotel: City Centre

3* Hotel

Vitebsk

Vitebsk is the country’s fourth largest city. As Marc Chagall’s birth place, the hotel
will have a crucial location in the city’s centre for the international tourists and
travellers, wanting to visit his house and monument. Vitebsk also hosts an annual,
international art festival. Many other famous people from artists to internationally
renowned intellectuals are from this city.
Hotel: 3*
Transportation: Airport and extensive public transportation. Strategically located
near the border with Russia.
Location of Hotel: City Centre

Hotel Summary: As Belarus becomes more attractive to the international traveller,
visitors to the festivals, and business personnel, Vitebsk can look forward to a great
influx of people needing accommodation. This hotel will be fresh and benefit from
a vibrant and welcoming ambiance. The 100-120 room hotel will be designed and
operated as an international 3* brand and the facilities will include:
• Especially spacious rooms equipped with modern amenities,
• An all-day dining restaurant,
• Comfortable bar and lounge area,
• State-of-the-art meeting rooms,
• Business centre,
• Fitness area,  
• Friendly and efficient customer service.

Designed by Buki Zuker

Target Market: Business travellers, tourists and local market.
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Brest

3* Hotel

Situated to the south-west corner of Belarus, near Poland. An intellectual centre with
two universities: A. S. Pushkin State University and State Technical University. A relaxing and very pretty city which is very easy to explore. Of particular interest is the
Fortress of Brest.
Hotel: 3*
Transportation: City has an airport, a train service to Warsaw operating 3 to 4 times
per day; good trolley buses and bus routes.
Location of Hotel: City Centre
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Hotel Summary: As Belarus becomes more attractive to travellers, this hotel will be
a welcome respite after travelling or touring the city. This 100-120 room hotel will be
designed and operated as an international 3* brand. The facilities will include:
• Especially spacious rooms equipped with modern amenities,
• An all-day dining restaurant,
• Comfortable bar and lounge area,
• State-of-the-art meeting rooms,
• Business centre,
• Fitness area,  
• Friendly and efficient customer service.
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Designed by Buki Zuker

Target Market: Business travellers, tourists and local market.

BREST

3* Hotel

Grodno

The capital of Hrodna Voblast province and of Hrodna Raion district. Famous for its
beautiful architecture, churches, state university and zoo. Birthplace of Olympian
gymnast, Olga Korbut.
Hotel: 3*
Transportation: Airport and very good transportation system.
Location of Hotel: City Centre
Target Market: Business travellers, tourists and local market.

Designed by Buki Zuker

Hotel Summary: This 100-120 room hotel will be designed and operated as an
international 3* brand. The facilities will include:
• Especially spacious rooms equipped with modern amenities,
• An all-day dining restaurant,
• Comfortable bar and lounge area,
• State-of-the-art meeting rooms,
• Business centre,
• Fitness area,  
• Friendly and efficient customer service.
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3* Hotel

Mogilev

Mogilev is situated towards the east of Belarus and a key administrative region and
major industrial and manufacturing area. Part of Mogilev is a Free Economic Zone and
therefore beneficial for small and medium businesses. Famous for its cultural heritage,
it has 3 theatres, 27 museums and hosts music festivals.
Hotel: 3*
Transportation: Airport, good roads as important route between Russia and the EU.
Strategic railway lines between Poland, Ukraine, Russia and Baltics.
Location of Hotel: City Centre
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Hotel Summary: A very comfortable retreat after a long day of walking and exercise.
Its fresh and vibrant ambiance will be in keeping with the city’s environment. The hotel
will have 100-120 rooms and will be designed and operated as an international 3*
brand. The facilities will include:
• Sspecially spacious rooms equipped with modern amenities,
• An all-day dining restaurant,
• Comfortable bar and lounge area,
• State-of-the-art meeting rooms,
• Business centre,
• Fitness area,  
• Friendly and efficient customer service.
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Designed by Buki Zuker

Target Market: Business travellers, tourists and local market.
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Disclaimer : This brochure and the information contained herein are of a general descriptive and non-binding nature and are not an offer to purchase or to enter into any transaction

MB Development Group
220013 Belarus, Minsk,
Belinskogo 4, office 2
tel/fax +375(17)2802204
contact@mbgroup.by

